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Visual Stream
The work featured in this exhibition was made from 2013-2017 and brings together two
installations, one of small and medium scaled paintings. I have been working on these
two sizes as a way of exploring both intimate and a more public scale as they interrelate
and inform my painting.
I am interested in this as an exploration of an extended field of vision. It leads to openness,
a mobile feast rather than a fixed format. It is an invitation to the viewer to enter a
contemplative visual terrain one where the viewer can see the thinking in painting.
I like the idea of a moving focus, a space for traversing a lateral scroll of elements.
The variables in painting have always interested me and are a natural source for learning
about the rightness of touch and preference of facture.
Making paintings is a way of learning and doing.
The purpose of making these works is to achieve an expansion of feeling through the
physical range of touch and colour in composition.
Jeff Dellow 2017
Yellow Fix, acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2017

Visual Stream | Matthew Macaulay
Jeff Dellow’s recent paintings like August Prospect offer a territory of transitional spaces
taking the viewer over elements of contrast that support and contact each other.

Dellow engages in finding a way to review composition
progress, and ‘this is often a way of refreshing the intention
of the work.’ He feels that there are similarities in this
imaginative process with Karl Popper’s ideas of the growth
of knowledge and the process of “becoming” in the thinking
of Deleuze.1

They are bustling encounters of colour, line and shape that draw you in and out of their
surface, stacked painted lines, that jostle and disappear underneath hard-edges, and
areas that seem to fall away into other painted space. Abstract shapes are delicately
cultivated, and sit alongside spaces of fresh vivid colour and sharp black and white. These
parallel blacks are then made gentle by a layer of oyster white, which calms the black
spatially. An optical balance of fact and implied fiction the painting contain atmospheric
transparency, allowing glimpses seemingly beyond the surface.

There is both form and content here, and Dellow’s
observations of his experiences within the world are
wrapped tightly within the paintings he makes. Just as
Deleuze and Guattari used the rhizome as a metaphor for an
alternative way of thinking about the growth of knowledge,
seeing its development is more dynamic, procedural and
creative. Dellow’s paintings are a great example of this, as
he unifies content from different sources.

In Dellow’s studio in Deptford at APT (Art in Perpetuity Trust), he is currently working on two
scales, and one wall of his studio is covered in a grid system made up of small paintings
on panel. He paints and places these panels on the studio wall in close proximity, where
they are positioned to offer empathic or challenging interaction.
The panels in the grid seem to inform each other, individually they allow great contrasts
of scale and touch, and they achieve a level of intensity that has informed Dellow’s way of
thinking about painting. With this playful method, he sees a parallel with Gilles Deleuze’s
concept of the actual and virtual. He suggests that the ‘actual’ contains alternative
possibilities of how it could be developed or improved, these are ‘virtual’ ideas and give
way to a ‘re-actualizing’ of a developed state.

August Prospect, acrylic on canvas, 79cm x 96cm, 2012

The psychological film Stalker (1979) by Andrei Tarkovsky
has been an ongoing fascination for Dellow. In the film,
there is a scene where the camera pans across the ground
slowly, showing objects scattered under water. This
acts as a pointer to their histories, a display of moments
represented rather like a visual stream of meaning. In the

film, the stalker is a guide for a writer and a professor as they journey through a strange
uninhabited and dangerous land called the Zone towards a special place. The stalker
describes the zone as being a place where ‘our moods, our thoughts, our emotions, our
feelings can bring about change’, and he also adds that ‘old traps vanish, new ones take
their place; the old safe ones become impassable, and route can be either plain and easy,
or impossibly confusing... everything that happens here depends on us, not on the Zone’.
The seemingly shifting ability of the zone to respond to our feelings is similar to the act of
looking at Dellow’s paintings.
The paintings have a kind of power about them, a layered experience that rewards the
viewer through their revisiting. These are paintings that seem to be ‘re-created each and
every time that’2 they are seen.
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Arena, acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2017

Mimetic, acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2016

Retiarius, acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2017

Birch Monitor, acrylic on canvas, 72cm x 92cm, 2013

Venetian (Back Light), acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2017

Velo, acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2016
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Standort, acrylic on canvas, 72cm x 92cm, 2014

Vigil, acrylic on canvas, 75cm x 100cm, 2016
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